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CATCHING-101: The Complete
Guide for Baseball Catchers is the
most comprehensive book ever
written for baseball catchers. It
contains tips, drills, and proper
mechanics that will help every
catcher or coach better understand
the most difficult position on the
field. This book contains
information on EVERY aspect of
catching that Coach Barksdale has
learned through his years of
experience from coaching
nationally ranked NCAA teams, and
playing at almost every level from
Little League to professional
baseball. A few of the topics
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covered in CATCHING-101 are:
Receiving Blocking Catching Pop
Flies Throwing Fielding Bunts Plays
at Home Plate Drills Pitchouts Pass
Balls/Wild Pitches Giving Signals
And More! If you have been
searching for a source with lots of
high quality information about
catching, this is the book for you!
CATCHING-101 was written by
Coach Xan Barksdale who is
currently an NCAA Division I
baseball coach and an exprofessional baseball player. Coach
Barksdale played in the Atlanta
Braves organization and has been
a featured speaker at the
prestigious ABCA (American
Baseball Coaches Association)
national convention.
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Split-field coverages are nothing
new. Many coaches around the
country run them at all levels of
play, but there are not many
resources on how to teach them. In
Cody Alexander's third book, he
breaks down how to teach the
many varieties of Quarters
coverage. From simple matchQuarters to defending Empty and
Quads formations, Coach
Alexanders breaks it down and
simplifies the concepts for any
coach. Xs and Os are great, but the
players must still execute and the
coach must know when to use each
scheme. Match Quarters: A Modern
Guidebook to Split-Field
Coverages, allows anyone
interested in football to have a
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deeper understanding of the game
itself and why each coverage is
used. Along with the basics, Coach
Alexander gives you multiple tags
and variations within each family
(Cover 4 and Cover 2). Come learn
the Art of X.
101 drills addressing every aspect
of the game; written for coaches
and players at all levels of
basketball competition.
Lacrosse For Dummies is the
ultimate guide for fans and players
of this rapidly growing sport alike.
The book offers everything the
beginning player needs to know,
from the necessary equipment to
the basic rules of the game, with
explanations of the women's game
and the indoor game, too. It also
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offers a wealth of information for
the experienced player, including
winning offensive and defensive
strategies, along with skill-building
exercises and drills. Finally, there's
information on how armchair
lacrosse players can get their fix of
the sport on television, online, on in
print.
A Modern Guidebook to Split-Field
Coverages
Back to the Basics
101 Defensive Football Drills
101 Defensive Basketball Drills
101 Defensive Line Drills
In Developing Agility and
Quickness, leading experts from the
NSCA offer more than 130 drills, 12
agility and quickness tests, and 15
sport-specific training plans to help
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athletes gain a step on the
competition.
A compilation of drills designed to
develop and enhanceall basic skills
attendant to linebacker play. Wellillustrated in an easy-to-understand
style. Includes:warm-up drills,
stance drills, movement drills,
tacklingdrills, shedding blockers
drill, run defense drills, andpass
rushing drills.
101 Winning Offensive Line Drills
presents a series of proven drills for
developing the key aspects involved
in sound offensive line play. The
essential information necessary to
conduct the drill in an efficient and
productive manner is provided for
each drill, including the objective of
the drill, a list of any equipment
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needed to perform the drill, a
description of how to conduct the
drill, a list of relevant coaching
points, and a visual illustration of
the drill being conducted.
"Coaches! 101" is a book about the
basics and it was originated to teach
struggling coaches and kids that
want to better them selves. We came
up with this idea to teach young
defensive backs better ways to stop a
WR, and we also have turned this
into a guide to help the small
programs take on the larger
programs. For kids that want to
better them selves and for coaches
that wanted to better their program
this book gives you good insights.
For parents that want to know what
is going on in the game and for
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readers that just like football
"Coaches! 101" can help you.
101 Quarterback Drills
One Hundred and One Winning
Defensive Line Drills
Complete Offensive Line
101 Defensive Back Drills
101 Women's Basketball Drills

Hockey Plays and Strategies
features a variety of plays, systems,
and strategies for game play in the
offensive, neutral, and defensive
zones. Special situations such as the
power play, penalty kill, and faceoffs are also featured.
The Offensive Line Technique
Manual is a comprehensive resource
for coaches looking to develop
fundamentally sound and
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schematically prepared offensive
linemen. Regardless of a player's
ability level, this technique manual
has valuable tools for any coach to
utilize. Covering the basics of
offensive line play, offensive line
run-blocking and pass protection
techniques, this is sure to be a text
that offensive line coaches turn to
time-and-time again. Includes bonus
DVD!
The Gun T RPO system is now
available for coaches wishing to see
Coach Simpson's offense. His
playbook will provide the following
for coaches wishing to see how the
offense works: Formations and tags.
Be as simple or complex as you
want with simple tags.Motions and
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shifts. Confuse the defense by
moving players pre-snap.Buck
Sweep - All the flavors of buck
sweep vs. any front the defense
wants to throw out. Strong Belly Coach Simpson's unique simple way
to run strong belly will adapt to any
front.Strong Belly Read - Making
one blocking scheme into many is
the goal of the Gun T RPO
system.Jet Sweep/Quick
Belly/Quick Belly Read - All 3
plays run with the same blocking
rules and little adjustments.Counter
Game - How to run a traditional
wing-t counter and mix it with the
RPO game.Passing game in the Gun
T RPO systemHeavy SetAnd
more...Review from Coachtube
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about the Gun T RPO System:
"Coach Simpson's Gun T Offensive
Overview is an excellent offensive
resource. This course provides the
foundation of Coach Simpson's
offensive philosophy. Coach
believes in the monikers that "Less
is More" and the "Rule of 3", which
both were evident in the explanation
of the offense. His explanations
were clear and concise, and the
presentations were easy to follow." Todd Knipp"This is absolutely
amazing. Coach Simpson does an
excellent job of explaining his
system. Whether your a young
coach or an experienced coach this
is must see. You can easily see why
he is a successful coach. His detail
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an organization is on point and I
cannot wait to learn more from
Coach Simpson." - Mike Kloes"I've
been following coach Simpson for a
while now and it's very clear to me
that even though I may not be a HC,
we have similar philosophies. If you
are a Wing T guy looking for ways
to "Modernize" your offense, or a
Spread guy looking for an effective
and efficient run game this is the
offense you should be looking at!" Coach Sheffer"The course by Coach
Simpson was quite helpful. As the
new Head Coach of a small school the Gun T system is going to help us
be successful right away. Being a
spread coach for the last 8-9 years,
this system easily blends the best of
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both worlds of spread and wing-."
-Mike Wilson"Coach Simpson's
Gun-T Offense is dynamic and
efficient. This course gets into the
foundation of building blocks of the
Gun-T offense and what you are
trying to do offensively to be as
successful as possible." - Austin
Pink"Amazing detail on numerous
variations of attaching RPO's to
your Bucksweep. Keeps it simple
yet extremely informative. Great Job
Coach Simpson, you made me a
believer! Highly recommend!" Mike Turso"Coach Simpson does a
awesome job explaining his system,
and he does it a way that people like
myself who are not familiar with
RPO's can understand!" - Coach
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Coleman
A comprehensive collection of 101
game-tested drillsdesigned to
improve all facets of quarterback
play. Thelist of aspects covered
includes: passing drills, optiondrills,
exchange drills, ball drills,
andagility/conditioning drills.
Complete Linebacking
101 Volleyball Drills
Rec Coaching 101 for Youth
Basketball
Run Defense Drills
Key Tips and Techniques to
Improve Your Game
101 Defensive Line
DrillsCoaches Choice
Books
An ideal resource for
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coaches who seek to take
their special teams play
to a higher level.
Included are offensive
and defensive kicking
strategies, placekicking
techniques, holding
techniques, punting
techniques, scouting
techniques, and special
teams drills. Kicking
game rules for high
school, college, and NFL
are also included.
Contains over 100
diagrams and
illustrations.Kenny
Ratledge is the defensive
coordinator at Sevier
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County High School in
Sevierville, Tennessee.
Ratledge has published
26 articles about football
in national publications
and has authored two
other football books.
Developing dominating
offensive linemen is Rick
Trickett’s specialty. His
accomplishments speak
for themselves: 4 firstround draft selections, 20
NFL players, 13 AllAmericans, and more
than 30 all-conference
selections. Now with
Complete Offensive Line,
he’s created the most inPage 16/45
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depth guide ever on
offensive line play.
Today’s linemen must
have skill, strength,
power, quickness, agility,
and intelligence to excel
at the position. That is
why Complete Offensive
Line presents it all—from
footwork and hand
positioning to pulling and
cutbacks. In this one-of-akind guide, Trickett takes
you onto the practice
field and into the
trenches to learn these
skills, among others: •
Pass protection • Run
blocking • Man and zone
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blocking • Combination
blocks • Blitz pickup •
Recognition of defensive
sets such as 4-3, 3-4, and
stack • Strengths,
weaknesses, and
opportunities against any
defensive set •
Techniques and schemes
for formations such as
spread, option, and the
run and shoot With XX of
the most effective drills,
skill evaluation, line play
assessments, scheme
suggestions, and
unparalleled coaching
advice from one of the
best in the game,
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Complete Offensive Line
is simply the definitive
book on football’s most
demanding position.
The updated and revised
second edition of this
classic work covers
features additional
information, several new
run- and pass-blocking
drills, and an easier-toread and understand
format. Also covers such
crucial topics as selecting
offensive linemen,
fundamental concepts for
offensive line play,
presnap fundamentals
and the exchange, onePage 19/45
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and two-man blocks,
offensive linemen in the
kicking game, passprotection and runblocking schemes and
much, much more.
Features nearly 300
images and diagrams.
Offensive Line Technique
Manual
Coaching 3-5-2 Tactics 125 Tactical Solutions &
Practices
The Complete Guide for
Baseball Catchers
A Tribute to the Legacy of
the Hoboken Redwing
Program
Tools and Techniques for
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Defensive Backs
101 drills that address the
skills, techniques, and
mechanics involved in
sound defensive back play.
101 Defensive Basketball
Drills presents 101 drills
that are designed for
coaches at any level who
are interested in
developing defensiveminded teams.
Offers a variety of
basketball drills designed
to strengthen team and
individual rebounding
skills.
Designed specifically for
young people, this manual
contains a wide range of
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progressive practice drills
to help them develop their
basketball skills. Fun,
educational and
challenging, all the drills
are illustrated with
photographs or line
drawings and cover the
essential skills, including:
warming up ball handling
passing dribbling shooting
and rebounding team
tactics and game
principles. As well as easyto-follow instructions, each
drill contains information
on the equipment needed,
the space required, how to
construct a safe and
effective training session
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and how to organise the
players.
101 Youth Basketball Drills
Hockey Plays and
Strategies, 2E
101 Youth Rugby Drills
Back to the Basics Football
Drill Manual: Flag Football
Edition
101 Basketball Rebounding
Drills

Technical skills for Rugby Union
and League players.
Eighteen different articles
addressing the art of coaching
quarterbacks by some of the most
important names in coaching today,
including Ken Anderson, Ralph
Friedgen, Walt Harris, Bobby Lamb,
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Jay Paterno, Randy Sanders, Mike
Shula, Ed Zaunbrecher, and others,
covering such topics as developing
high school quarterbacks,
fundamentals of coaching
quarterbacks, quarterback passinggame development, quarterback
techniques and drills, quarterback
receiver reads, and much more.
Includes over 70 diagrams and
illustrations.
Back to the Basics: Football Drill
Manual Volume 2: Defense takes
the content found in the original 583
page Back to the Basics: Football
Drill Manual to the next level.
Volume 2: Defense concentrates
solely on the Defensive facets of the
game. Within this book you will
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find over 20 football drills
specifically designed for: -Defensive
Line-Linebackers -Secondary This
book also includes new and unique
ways to teach defensive players:
-Review of the Last Two BooksDefense 101-Coach Stone Football:
Calling a Defense - Box TechniqueDifferent Types of Drills-Option
Rules-RPO's -Breaking Down FilmMiddle School and High School
Defensive Playbooks-And Much
MoreThe Reflection section is
included at the end of every chapter
for coaches to jot down notes to use
with their own drills for future
reference.If you purchased the Back
to the Basics: Football Drill Manual
and Volume 1: Offense then you
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will want to add this book to your
collection. It will help you expand
your defensive game by laying a
foundation. Coming Soon: Coach
Stone will be releasing the rest of
his Volumes with the addition of a
Bonus Volume. -Volume 3: Special
Teams (December 2018)-Volume 4:
Tackling & Turnovers (Fall
2019)-Volume 5: Flag Football BONUS Volume (Fall 2019) Go to
his website to contact him with any
questions and to be added to his
mailing list
www.CoachStoneFootball.com. He
offers a customizable Back to the
Basics Youth Football Camp that
builds confidence by laying a
foundation one drill at a time.
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Touchdown! This fun and easy
reference will help you makeit
happen. Signed up to coach the
football team and not sure where to
start? This fun reference guides you
through the beginning of the season
to the end of the season, with helpful
tips along the way. You also gain
useful advice on evaluating your
players' abilities and involving their
parents in training and team
activities. Open the book and find:
Ideas for drills Tips for choosing the
best offensive plays Pointers on
creating a strong defense Ways to
prepare for the season
Coaching Quarterbacks
101 Linebacker Drills
A Comprehensive Guide for
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Coaches and Players
Playing the Offensive Line
Essential Soccer Skills
"I can't imagine that there has ever
been a better book on offensive line
play. It is the ultimate teaching tool for
any level of play--from the pro level to
youth football. Great book!" --Tom
Flores, five-time Super Bowl champion
The most important unit on any football
team, from Pop Warner to the pros, is
the offensive line. In Playing the
Offensive Line, former New York Giant
and Super Bowl champion Karl Nelson
and veteran coach Bob O'Connor team
up to offer winning strategies to players
and coaches of all levels. In this
illustrated guide, the authors show how
to: Use proper stance Block effectively
in running, passing, kicking, and goal
line situations Execute a clean snap
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from center to quarterback
Rec Coaching 101 – The Very Basics
eBook is a valuable "Interactive"
instructional tool for youth basketball
coaches. Lots of links to Video Clips and
Handouts! This informative eBook
includes basic basketball terms, the
court diagram, ball handling / dribbling
/ passing / shooting and defensive basics
and fundamentals, basic drills,
inbounds play, and an offense and
defense to teach the younger players.
Also covers the first steps needed to
coach a Recreational Basketball Team:
Planning practices, team memos, player
rotation chart, and notes on the
"game." Packed with pictures,
diagrams, video clips, and helpful
forms! “Read” the information in the
booklet – then “View” the
demonstrations on the Video Clips
using the links. An excellent
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"Interactive" instructional tool,
resource, and reference for youth
basketball coaches. Get your Copy
Now!
Fifteen of the game's most renowned
coaches offer their ideas and insights of
defensive line play.
Drills for all aspects of play, including:
warm-up,setting, serve and servereceive, passing and digging,attacking,
blocking, combination and transition,
six-on-six and more.
Lacrosse For Dummies
Coaching the Defensive Line
Developing Agility and Quickness-2nd
Edition
101 3-4 Stunts
Catching-101
Back to the Basics: Football Drill
Manual: Flag Football Edition is the most
detailed flag football drill manual and will
take your team to the next level.Flag
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Football Edition concentrates solely on
the Flag Football facets of the game.
Within this book you will find over 100
non-contact & 40 contact flag football
drills specifically designed for: -Center
(Offensive Line)-Quarterbacks-Running
Backs -Defensive Ends/Linebacker(s)
(Front Line)-Defense
Cornerbacks/Safeties (Second Line Drills)
-Flag Pulling 101 / TurnoversThis book
also includes new and unique ways to
teach players: -Review of the previous five
Football Drill Manuals-Innovative way to
teach flag footballoDidactic
Trapezoid(c)-Examples of Practice Plan
Templates-Offensive & Defensive
Formations for 5-on-5 to 8-on-8-Examples
of Offensive & Defensive Playbooks for
6-on-6-Flag Football TerminologyPossible Zebra Placement & Penalties in
Flag Football-Example of an Offensive &
Defensive Playbook for a 6-on-6 League
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-Football Resources The Reflection
section is included at the end of every
chapter for coaches to jot down notes to
use with their own drills for future
reference.If you purchased the Back to the
Basics: Football Drill Manual, Volume I:
Offense, Volume II: Defense, Volume III:
Special Teams and Volume IV: Tackling &
Turnovers then you will want to add this
book to your collection. The content within
this book will help you expand your
knowledge to help your team improve their
confidence by laying a foundation.
Coming Soon: -Back to the Basics
Football Drill Manual TackleBarTM
Edition -Back to the Basics Football Drill
Manual: Volume V: Coaching EditionGo
to his website to contact Coach Stone with
any questions and to be added to his
mailing list
www.CoachStoneFootball.com. He offers
a customizable Back to the Basics Youth
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Football Camp that builds confidence by
laying a foundation one drill at a time.
Consists of 101 proven drills designed to
develop the basic skills attendant to
defensive line play. The book covers drills
on agility, tackling, run-play, pass-rush
and movement.
101 thoroughly detailed and illustrated
run defensedrills. Includes nose guard,
defensive line, linebacker,outside
linebacker, defensive back and group &
teamdrills.
Offers over 100 different 3-4 stunts to help
coaches at any level of competition turn
pass blocking into a guessing game while
helping to lessen the reliability of hot
reads and limiting the number of pass
receivers that the offense can put into a
pattern while still safely protecting the
quarterback. Each stunt is thoroughly
diagrammed and described to make
implementing them a snap! Covers basic
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principles of blitzing, zero coverage
stunts, cover 1 and cover 2 stunts, zone
coverage stunts and more.
Playbook
101 Winning Offensive Line Drills
Coaching Football's Special Teams
Match Quarters
Football Drill Manual Volume 2: Defense

This book is a
comprehensive resource
for coaching the 3-5-2
formation at all levels.
The level of detail and
tactical solutions
included will help you
emulate how top coaches,
such as Antonio Conte
(Inter) and Nuno
Espírito Santo
(Wolverhampton
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Wanderers), use the
3-5-2 to great success.
This book goes into
great detail to show the
movement of all players
within the 3-5-2 system
of play in various
tactical situations and
against different
formations, in the
attacking and defensive
phase. This will enable
you to optimise your
team's tactical
awareness and
performance. Tactical
solutions are provided
for all game situations,
in relation to how to
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counteract the
opponent's positioning,
organisation and
decision making. This
book will teach you to
coordinate and solve
specific game situations
in a flexible way with
many different options
and tactical solutions.
As a coach, you can
train these patterns of
play repetitively, so
that the players'
reading of the game
becomes automatic and
the team is quickly able
to recognise and find
the best solutions to
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solve every conceivable
tactical situation. This
book includes: Tactical
Strengths and Weaknesses
of the 3-5-2 Formation
3-5-2 Tactics Against
Different Formations
(4-4-2, 4-2-3-1, 4-3-3,
4-3-1-2, 3-5-2 and
3-4-3) Overcoming the
First Line of Pressing
(Build-up Play from the
Back) Moving the Ball in
Between the Opposition's
Midfield and Defensive
Lines Playing in Behind
the Opposition's
Defensive Line Defensive
Organisation and
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Pressing Organisation of
the Defensive Line 41
Practices and Variations
to Apply Tactical
Solutions with the 3-5-2
Renato Montagnolo has a
UEFA 'B' Coaching
Licence and a Patentino
Match Analyst Licence.
He has been working as a
First Team Assistant
Manager and Match
Analyst for the past few
years in Serie C in
Italy. With experience
of writing books and
articles, speaking and
teaching, Renato is a
respected football
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tactics expert.
Presents all of the
tools and resources that
any coach needs to be
successful in the 3-5-3
defense. Includes a
thorough overview of the
3-5-3, and covers fronts
and line calls, pressure
package, coverage
package, defensive line
play, insider linebacker
play, outside linebacker
play, defensive backs
play, defending against
power formations, power
runs, the option, the
spread offense, and
common plays, goal-line
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package and defensive
special teams, and much
more. Features over 380
diagrams.
Complete Linebacking is
the most comprehensive
instructional resource
for anyone playing or
coaching the position.
From skills and drills
to game preparation and
strategy, the book
instructs linebackers
and coaches on defending
today0́9s high-speed
offensive systems and
ensuring proper
positioning on any given
play.
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Before great basketball
players developed their
superstar flair, they
built a solid base of
fundamental skills in
all phases of the game.
Basketball Skills and
Drills provides a
blueprint for building
the foundation that
every well-rounded
basketball player needs.
The book also covers key
team principles for both
ends of the court.
Tactics for offense,
including special
situations such as outof-bounds plays, will
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improve spacing, ball
and player movement,
shot selection, and
scoring. Defensive
tactics emphasize
positioning, pressure,
and various systems to
apply in each area or
level of the court.
Get Started Coaching
Recreational Basketball
Now!
By the Experts
Coaching Football For
Dummies, Mini Edition
Basketball Skills and
Drills
Designed specifically for
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younger players, 101 Youth
Rugby Drills is the practice
bible for youth rugby coaches.
It contains a range of
progressive practice drills to
help young players develop.
Fun, educational and
challenging, all drills are
illustrated and cover the
essential technical skills
required to introduce rugby,
including: - warming up and
cooling down - handling the
ball - running with the ball running off the ball - attacking
and defensive patterns. As well
as easy-to-use instructions,
each drill contains information
on the equipment needed, the
space required, how to
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construct a safe and effective
training session and how to
organise the players.
Essential Soccer Skills
progresses from beginner
basics to advanced techniques,
featuring illustrated sequences
on how to learn and master key
skills, and tips on how to
improve your overall form.
Essential Soccer Skills covers
everything from the basics and
rules of the game to the types
of players--goalkeepers,
defenders, midfielders,
attackers--to skills and team
tactics like stepovers, heading,
and volleying. Essential Soccer
Skills is the go-to guide for
anyone interested in learning
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more about soccer and
becoming a better player.
Coaches! 101
Gun T an RPO System
Coaching the 3-5-3 Defense
Coaching Offensive Linemen
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